Everyone’s a developer now.
So how do you know who to hire?
The most desirable employers in town aren’t always able to
discover the most talented developers on their own, which is
why they trust us to help.
As the technology industry matures,
more people than ever are moving
into technical careers. To educate
them, there are traditional fouryear colleges, code schools, art
schools, design academies, online
courses, do-it-yourself books,
and everything in-between. Each
approach is designed to help people
move into web, traditional, or mobile
development.

on which you can base your business’s
success: the smart, driven, confident
people who can deliver best-inclass solutions and immediately
have an effect on your application’s
development process.

Unfortunately, as a large-scale,
technical employer, you may have
a low signal-to-noise ratio, making
it difficult to find the truly talented
individuals in your applicant pool
– making hiring an even greater
challenge than before. You know
you’re looking for the kind of people

We are uniquely positioned to offer
this service because of our close
affiliation to Denver-based design
and development firm Tack Mobile,
run by veterans of our community.
You can trust these professionals to
bring a high attention to detail as
well as decades of experience to the

Fortunately for both you as well as
Denver’s experienced professionals,
Assembly now offers talent
matching services.

interviews we conduct. We’re plugged
into our industry in ways a typical
recruiter can’t touch.
We know what traits make a
developer successful, and we know
how to delve beneath the surface and
dig into non-traditional and traditional
candidates alike to maintain high
expectations in the right areas.
We know the environments in which
different developers will be most
successful. When you receive our
recommendations, you can rest
assured that they’ve been vetted
through the lens of an executive who
would be proud to have them on their
own team.

Contact us to discuss your needs and how we can help.
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Behance. Modular Scale. Kerning.
Do you know what these words mean?

We guarantee that the best UX designers in Denver know all
about these things, and many more. Assembly can help you
navigate the murky waters of hiring a designer.
Various professions throughout
history have evolved to include a
language all their own. From its very
inception, graphic design has been
no exception.
As this discipline has matured
throughout the centuries, we find
ourselves in an era wherein design
is steeped in more mysterious
terminology than ever. And because
we’re on internet-time, this language
changes faster than you can imagine.
From road-testing the latest Sketch
plugins to personally iterating on triedand-true UX deliverables for clients,
our staff has expert-level knowledge
of what to look for when interviewing
design candidates. We understand
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the lexical games people play, and can
tell when someone is talking the talk
without doing much walking.
Whether you’re in need of someone to
overhaul the entire user experience
of your app, looking for a visual
designer to make those wireframes
sing, or hunting down the best UX
researcher in the business, we have
access to all of them.
We consider our candidates to be
of the highest order: conscientious,
visionary, and obsessed with highquality execution.
Because of the speed with which the
UX discipline changes, we keep on
top of latest workshop trends, which

emerging patterns to pay attention to,
and what can be safely ignored.
We’ve been in the trenches here in
Denver for almost two decades, have
been deeply involved in successful
product launches, and have learned
what it takes for a principal-level
designer to flourish.
The best designers in the world
approach their craft from a
thoughtful, wise perspective which
produces elegant products that
surprise and delight your users.
Contact us to discuss your needs
and how we can help.
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